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The Flintstones: Fred's Big Splash [Lisa Ann Marsoli] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The
Flintstones Bedtime Storybook is a wonderfully illustrated, page volume of five entertaining stories.

As part of the plan, they would need one of the employees to be the scapegoat. Meanwhile, Fred Flintstone
loans his best friend and neighbor Barney Rubble money so that he and his wife Betty can adopt a child. The
agency pairs them up with a child named Bamm-Bamm , who can only pronounce his own name. Although
Bamm-Bamm is initially difficult to control due to being raised by mastodons , and thus has super strength, he
eventually warms up to his new family. Barney vows to repay his friend Fred for his debt of gratitude. Fred
promises he will prove himself to her one day. As part of his scheme to find the fall guy , Vandercave holds a
company-wide aptitude test, where the worker with the highest score would become the new vice president of
the company. Fred is unwilling to fire his friend, but Vandercave threatens to fire both Barney and him if he
refuses. Fred reluctantly accepts, but does his best to help Barney support his family, and even invites the
Rubbles to live with the Flintstone family so that they can rent out their home for extra income. Vandercave
eventually tricks Fred into dismissing more workers, over the objections of his office Dictabird. Later, Barney
confronts Fred after seeing worker riots on the news, and in the heat of the argument, reveals that he switched
tests with Fred. The Rubbles move out, despite having nowhere to live. He finds out that Vandercave has
manipulated events to make it look as if Fred stole the money, and that he has reported the stolen money to the
police. A manhunt for Fred ensues, led by the police and the workers. Shocked by the news and knowing Fred
would never go as far as embezzlement , Wilma and Betty break into Slate and Co. They are, however,
unaware that Vandercave has been watching them from his office window. Meanwhile, Fred, while in
disguise, attempts to enter a cave where the workers are seeking refuge. However, they see through his
disguise and attempt to hang him. Barney is almost hanged as well after he admits his part. Fred and Barney
reconcile, but before they are lynched, Wilma and Betty arrive with the Dictabird, who, after Fred apologizes
to him and the workers, tells them the true story. The workers release Fred and Barney after realizing that
Vandercave was the one who fired them. Fred and Barney confront Vandercave at the quarry, where
Vandercave has tied Pebbles and Bamm-Bamm to a large industrial mixing machine. Though they hand him
the Dictabird, Vandercave still activates the mixer to stall them while he makes a getaway. Barney rescues the
children while Fred destroys the mixer. The Dictabird escapes from Vandercave and lures him back to the
quarry, where Miss Stone knocks him out, having had a change of heart after learning that Vandercave was
planning to betray her. The police, Wilma, Betty, and Mr. Slate arrive at the quarry while Vandercave attempts
to flee, but he becomes trapped by a thick liquid substance oozing out from the wrecked mixer. With the
Dictabird as witness and providing evidence against Vandercave, all charges against Fred are dropped.
Impressed with the qualities of the liquid substance that Fred inadvertently created when he destroyed the
mixing machine, Mr. Slate dubs the substance " concrete " in honor of his daughter Concretia and makes plans
to produce it with Fred as the president of its division. With the discovery of concrete, the Stone Age comes to
an end. Having realized how his life would change for the worse with his new found wealth and status as the
new president, Fred declines the promotion and asks that the workers be rehired and given the job benefits that
he was initially to have received. As the Flintstones and Rubbles have finally made amends, Fred and Barney
get into a humorous quarrel when Fred once again asks Barney for a small amount of money for breakfast.
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The Flintstones, Fred's Big Splash has 3 ratings and 1 review. Asho said: I find this book dull, way too long, and
annoying. My three-year-old likes it f.

Fred has to birdsit Mr. Pebbles and her friends try to help Radio R. DJ Rocky Rocket become famous with an
"out-of-this-world" idea. The Stone Ranger Rides Again: Pebbles and her friends shoot a western movie with
Bamm-Bamm starring as the Stone Ranger. Fred and Barney are mistaken for burglars and sent to jail, while
the real thieves are robbing the Flintstones house. Pebbles and her friends open a circus show to try and raise
money for their school prom. Fred tries his hand at pizza making at Spumonistone Pizza Parlor when Pebbles
needs 37 pizzas for her party. Fred and Barney help out the neighbors as babysitters for little Tina, who calms
down when Fred disguises himself as a woman. The Not So Desperate Hours: Fred and Barney disagree on
their property boundaries after Barney suggests they fix their backyard fence. Fred and Barney help their
wives involuntarily to victory in a cake baking contest. Fred is scheduled to present Mr. Pebbles and
Bamm-Bamm and their friends participate in a couples only surfing contest. Fred tries to help Mr. Slate win a
golf tournament at the Snobstone Country Club. Wilma and Betty accompany their husbands on a fishing trip,
much to the chagrin of Fred and Barney. Pebbles and her friends spend a day at Stoney Island Amusement
Park. A Pound in Time: Fred gets hit on the head with a baseball which causes his sudden compulsion to tell
everyone what he really thinks about them. Bedrock Radio Rock Festival: Pebbles and her friends record their
songs on cassette for entry in the ROK radio rock music contest. When Barney suddenly develops unsuspected
psychic powers, Fred drags him on television. Fred falls asleep in front of the television and dreams of a
western town where he and Barney confront an escaped convict. Bamm-Bamm plays a male Cinderella in a
school theater performance of Cinderella. Fred wants to train Dino for an exhibition and makes Dino undergo
the Super Flintstone training program. Fred brags that he can master the taming of a wild brontosaurus and
ends up in the ring at the Bullosaurus Rodeo Show. When bad-luck Schleprock leaves on vacation, his cousin
comes to visit which supposedly brings good luck. While on vacation with Wilma, Barney and Betty, Fred
promises not to talk about work. Fred takes care of Barney when he suffers a bone fracture after an accident at
the Flintstones house. Pebbles and Bamm-Bamm participate in the Bedrock car race where participants do not
respect the rules of fair play. Fred and Barney participate in a sports car rally, but shortly after the start, they
are overtaken by the other participants. Pebbles and her friends organize a craft exhibition of their respective
hobbies which is a great success. Fred and Barney are both candidates running for club president and mutually
promise to support one another. Fred and Barney chase after their steaks on a runaway barbecue which ends
up at Mr. Pebbles and Bamm-Bamm and the gang shoot a film version of Peter Panstone with Fred starring in
the title role. Due to a misunderstanding, Fred believes his car was stolen so he and Barney disgrace
themselves as self-appointed detectives. Fred tries unsuccessfully as a photographer to shoot a rare red-headed
pterodactyl bird to win first prize in a magazine contest. Pebbles and her friends are hired as servants in a
restaurant but chaos ensues when bad-luck Schleprock shows up. When Fred discovers his first gray hair, the
midlife crisis hits him and he begins a ridiculous youth craze. Fred and Barney are accidentally enlisted in the
military where they are exposed to a hard physical drill. Pebbles and Bamm-Bamm enter the Bedrock annual
masquerade ball contest as beauty and the beast. Barney disguises himself as a cook to prepare dinner for Mr.
Slate and an important client coming to the Flintstones house.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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The Flintstones, Fred's Big Splash > Top Shelves Top shelves for The Flintstones, Fred's Big Splash (showing of 7) 1
person. my-library. 1 person. children.

Chapter 5 : The Flintstones (film) - Wikipedia
WorldCat is the world's largest library catalog, helping you find library materials blog.quintoapp.com more â€ºâ€º.

Chapter 6 : Formats and Editions of The Flintstones, Fred's big splash [blog.quintoapp.com]
Fred convinces his good pal, Barney, that building a pool together is a great idea. They'll share the work, share the
expenses, and, best of all - share the fun! It doesn't take long before they end up in a big fight over who gets to use the
pool.
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The Flintstones: Freds Big Splash (Cartoon Classics) (1st Edition) by Dennis Durrell (Contributor), Lisa Ann Marsoli,
Vaccaro Associaties (Corporate), Press Bedrock Hardcover, 61 Pages, Published

Chapter 8 : Watch The Flintstones cartoon online FREE | KimCartoon
Find great deals on eBay for Big Fred Flintstone. Shop with confidence.
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Even though Fred and Barney agree to put half of the pool on the connecting properties, this causes problems for them
when one of them tries to use the pool At one point, Fried has a spike.
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